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Stevens S S & Galanter E H. Ratio scales and category scales for a dozen perceptual
continua~.J.Exp. Psycbol. 54:377-411, 1957.
[PSYCIIO-AOC*iSUC Laboratory, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA]
People make numericaljudgmenls alxxit the peceived magnitude of physical quantities in several
ways. Two ofthese yield psythopnysical scales. These
two scales are related to each other nonlinearly, but
invariant across many sensosy modalities. [The SC7
and the SSCZ indicate that this paper has been cited
in over 595 publications.)
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In Harvard’s Memorial Hall dungeon dwelt the
master of psychophysics and psychoacoustiee
5.5. Stevens, who was called “Smitty.” Attended by
a shifting crew of graduate students and research
fellows (1 was one of thelatteil, we samied about
under his whip to “measure, nwasure, and find the
invanance that’s wiure the truth is.’ We wee tinily
exploring ways to get people totaO us quantitatively
about the perceived magnitude of theirexperiences.
Dkli Stone, his sometimeresearch u~rat~and
later his wife, su~esteda new method, “Just ask
peopleto give the experiencea minther.”It woikedi
Subjects could do it, and their data were as dean
and reliable as those drawn from any of the other
methods we used. Simplicity does occasionally
succeed.
This new method of “magnitude estimation”
seemed to me and others just a refinement of the
classical “category judgment” method described by
Titchener and favored by LI.. Thurstone.’ When
that method was used, people were simply asked to
sort quantitative experience into catego es as, say,
“on a scale from 1 to 10, etc....” These category
scales had the nice property that when they were
plotted againsttheir corresponding physical magnitudes, a logarithmic relation emergedthat confimied
G.T. Fechner’s psychophysical law (1860).2 But our
magnitude estimation data were strange. The judgments people made about the magnitudes of the

stimuli we presested wee not at all legaritimsic.
ratherthey wee best~.iibcdbyapoweh~1ion.
That means that If you plot thee psy~ithyelcal
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used 3to n~ne ~11iL~ freetise magitihide of
crime to the value ofmoney~
and tither
tary eveuls.’ H.m.~, the data hi this original
paper yields what is hi my opinion a more funda.
massed end tbei~ omtrel rsa~When Witude scale are plotted agaliut ~i~y
,calei, an
invadest relation an~aet.Category scale valuesare
a nonlinear but systematically concave downward
function of magnitude scales for one else of atinsuli;
those we called “prosthetic.” These are the stimuli
that vary in quantity as though stimulation is added
to stimulation. Examples of prothetic continua
include loudness, brightness sweetness, and other
5
intensiveness aspects of stimulation.
For dimensions
of perception we called “n~athetk,”stimuli that
differ in kind nut amosmt, the psychological relation
between the two kinds of scales was often linear.
These psychological,a tEnbict from psychophysical
laws, set the stage for newinsightsintothe transduction ofphysical emegy into theirpsychic effects and
have revealed aspects ofthe relationsbetween stznxjlation and reaction that transcend the Fechnerian
orthodoxy.
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